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ABSTRACT
To date a dozen transiting “Tatooines” or circumbinary planets (CBPs) have been
discovered, by eye, in the data from the Kepler mission; by contrast, thousands of
confirmed circumstellar planets orbiting around single stars have been detected us-
ing automated algorithms. Automated detection of CBPs is challenging because their
transits are strongly aperiodic with irregular profiles. Here, we describe an efficient
and automated technique for detecting circumbinary planets that transit their binary
hosts in Kepler light curves. Our method accounts for large transit timing and dura-
tion variations (TTVs and TDVs), induced by binary reflex motion, in two ways: 1) We
directly correct for large-scale TTVs and TDVs in the light curves by using Keplerian
models to approximate binary and CBP orbits; and 2) We allow additional aperiodici-
ties on the corrected light curves by employing the Quasi-periodic Automated Transit
Search algorithm (QATS). We demonstrate that our method dramatically improves
detection significance using simulated data and two previously identified CBP systems,
Kepler -35 and Kepler -64.
Key words: planets and satellites: detection; stars: eclipsing binaries
1 INTRODUCTION
The discovery rate of extrasolar planets orbiting around sin-
gle stars has increased exponentially in the past two decades.
This was largely enabled by the Kepler mission and the
transit technique in synergy with ground-based radial veloc-
ity surveys. In stark contrast to the thousands of confirmed
and candidate circumstellar planets (CSPs), spanning Earth
to Jovian in size, only 11 published transiting circumbinary
planets (CBPs) have been discovered in the Kepler data1.
? E-mail: windemut@uw.edu
1 The published CBPs are: Kep-16b (Doyle et al. 2011); Kep-34b
& Kep-35b (Welsh et al. 2012); Kep-38b (Orosz et al. 2012b);
PH1/Kep-64b (Schwamb et al. 2013; Kostov et al. 2013); Kep-
47b, c, and d (Orosz et al. 2012a; Kostov et al. 2013; Hinse et al.
2015; Welsh et al. 2015a; Orosz et al. 2019); Kep-413b (Kostov
et al. 2014); Kep-453b (Welsh et al. 2015b); Kep-1647b (Kostov
et al. 2016). A 12th transiting circumbinary planet, KIC 10753734
has been reported but not yet published (Orosz et al. 2016).
The transits of these CBPs across their binary hosts are suf-
ficiently deep that they were identified by eye, while tran-
sit detections of planets around single stars were facilitated
by automated detection pipelines (e.g. Petigura et al. 2013;
Foreman-Mackey et al. 2016; Thompson et al. 2018).
Here, we present an automated technique to detect tran-
siting CBPs. Our method assumes a single test planet in a
circular and co-planar orbit around the binary, and recon-
ciles changes in transit timing and shapes in CBP systems
in two ways: 1) We correct for circular and eccentric binary
orbits using Keplerian models, creating a regularized light
curve in which the CBP transit shape and timing are more
uniform. 2) We apply the Quasi-periodic Automated Transit
Search (QATS; Carter & Agol 2013) algorithm on the reg-
ularized light curves, which allows for additional timing de-
viations due to inaccuracies in the binary model (e.g., mass
ratios) and CBP model (e.g., planet eccentricity, perturba-
tions of the planet’s orbit by the binary or other planetary
companions). This two-fold TTV treatment increases detec-
tion significance and decreases false alarm probability, and
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enables a systematic search for smaller, perhaps terrestrial,
circumbinary worlds.
Automatic transit detection algorithms not only enable
larger-scale discoveries, they also permit statistical testing
of detector efficiency, bias, and completeness. These quanti-
ties are imperative to robustly infer the underlying phys-
ical distribution of exoplanets, e.g., occurrence rates and
system architectures (Batalha et al. 2013; Petigura et al.
2013; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014; Ballard & Johnson 2016;
Hsu et al. 2019). A successful transit detection algorithm is
optimized for speed and detection significance, and is typ-
ically conditioned on periodic signals. Notable exceptions
to strict periodicity include the QATS algorithm, which al-
lows a user-specified TTV window and have been applied
to multi-planet systems around single stars, and algorithms
tailored to detect transiting CBPs (Jenkins et al. 1996; Ofir
2008; Armstrong et al. 2014; Klagyivik et al. 2017).
Automated detection of CBP transits poses unique chal-
lenges and have lagged behind their CSP counterparts. This
is because time-varying radiative and dynamical effects from
the binary make transit pulses irregular in the time-series
data. In particular, the reflex motion of the binary about the
barycenter leads to“roaming conjunctions”and induces large
transit timing and duration variations (TTVs and TDVs),
as well as transit depth variations in binary systems with un-
equal surface brightness. In fortuitous configurations, multi-
ple transit events across the same or both stellar disks may
occur near one syzygy (conjunction of observer-planet-stellar
component). There may be additional variations in transit
shape and timing due to precession of the CBP orbit (Mar-
tin & Triaud 2015), which can cause transits to disappear
and reappear over time, and due to second-order dynami-
cal effects, e.g., perturbations from additional planets in the
system. The latter is negligible compared to the geometric
effect due to binary motion. Binary-induced TTVs can be
of order days to even weeks (e.g., Kepler-16b; Doyle et al.
2011), orders of magnitude larger than TTVs due to per-
turbing companions in multi-planet systems around single
stars (Agol et al. 2005).
Previous work on transiting CBP detection addressed
TTVs either by using a modified Box-fitting Least-Square
(BLS; Kova´cs et al. 2002) with a large, variable width (Arm-
strong et al. 2014; Klagyivik et al. 2017), or by directly
correcting for binary motion and then applying a periodic
search (Jenkins et al. 1996; Ofir 2008). In particular, Arm-
strong et al. (2014) applied their algorithm to non-contact
Kepler eclipsing binaries (EBs) to estimate the occurrence
rate of CBPs, using a constant transit duration and ana-
lytic approximations (Armstrong et al. 2013) to inform the
maximum variable BLS window for each binary. Klagyivik
et al. (2017) used a similar method to search for transiting
CBPs in CoRoT data, but allowed the depth and duration of
model transits to vary. Both studies, however, used a large
TTV window in which to look for transits, which introduces
a higher false-alarm probability.
Jenkins et al. (1996) and Ofir (2008) proposed to di-
rectly correct for binary motion by solving the binary orbit
to predict planet-binary positions. However, they required
precise periodicity of planet transit times after an exact cor-
rection for the binary orbit, neither of which will be realized
in practice.
Here, we introduce a hybrid technique that corrects for
geometric transit effects due to binary motion with a physi-
cal circumbinary orbit model and relaxes the subsequent as-
sumption of strict periodicity using the QATS algorithm. In
doing so, this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
describe the geometry of CBP transits and detail our detec-
tion technique, including the physical binary and CBP mod-
els used for transit regularization. In Section 3, we apply our
method to simulated data, and also demonstrate its robust-
ness on two known Kepler CBPs, Kepler -35b (Welsh et al.
2012) and Kepler -64b/PH1b (Kostov et al. 2013; Schwamb
et al. 2013), which were tested with existing automated algo-
rithms (Armstrong et al. 2014; Klagyivik et al. 2017). A de-
tailed comparison of CBP detection techniques, such as one
for generic transit detection algorithms by Tingley (2004),
is beyond the scope of this paper. In Section 4, we discuss
the improvements on detection significance and comment on
the limits of our detection technique. We conclude this study
and summarize key takeaways in Section 5.
2 METHODS
Our detection technique, dubbed “QATS-EB,” differs from
traditional transit search methods and addresses the ape-
riodic transits of circumbinary planets in a two-component
approach. First, we use a semi-analytic CBP model to ac-
count for the influence of the binary hosts, which induce
large-scale TTVs and TDVs on the planet. Second, we uti-
lize the QATS algorithm (Carter & Agol 2013), which re-
laxes strict periodicity in the transit search window with a
user-specified inter-transit duration, i.e., allows room for er-
ror in timing predictions due to model inaccuracies. These
two improvements work in conjunction to boost CBP detec-
tion signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and decrease the false alarm
probability.
Figure 1 illustrates the overall QATS-EB procedure,
which we preview in brief here. First, our method uses an EB
model (Windemuth et al. 2019) to solve for binary parame-
ters and remove eclipses from the light curve (panels 1a–1b).
Then, it performs, at each observed cadence, a likelihood
ratio (chi-square difference ∆χ2) test for a null hypothesis
against a CBP transit across one of the binary stars, with
predicted depth, duration, timing given by binary parame-
ters and test planet period and size (panels 2a–2c). Finally,
at each proposed planet parameters, it runs a quasi-periodic
search on the time-series likelihood ratios and computes the
detection S/N (panels 3a–3b).
QATS-EB can search for CBP transits across the pri-
mary and secondary stars, in series. The predicted transit
depth, duration, and timings are different for each stellar
component, and the primary star is typically more lumi-
nous than the secondary. Thus, one can apply the method
to search for CBP transits across the primary, then mask the
detected transits and perform a subsequent, self-consistent
search for transits across the secondary. Unless otherwise
specified, we assume transits are across the primary star for
the remainder of this paper.
In the subsections to follow, we give an overview of def-
initions and the CBP transit geometry (§2.1) and provide
detailed descriptions of the auomated CBP transit detection
procedure (§2.2).
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2019)
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram depicting procedures in the QATS-EB algorithm to detect circumbinary planets. (1) Use an EB model
(Windemuth et al. 2019) to remove eclipses in the light curve. (2a) Test EB-removed light curve for the presence of a transit with
fixed depth and duration at each light curve cadence, creating a corresponding ∆χ2-curve. (2b) Using a physical CBP model, compute
the expected transit properties (depth, duration, barycentric timing offset) as a function of binary phase (or time), for a specified test
CBP planet period and size. (2c) Interpolate the expected, regularized ∆χ2-curve using (2a) and (2b). (3a) Run QATS on the expected
∆χ2-curve, and loop through different test periods and sizes to build up maximum CBP likelihood as a function of period and size
(QATS spectrum). (3c) Normalize each QATS spectral continuum to produce QATS signal-to-noise for detection statistic. See text in §2
for details.
2.1 Definitions & Geometry of CBP Transits
Throughout the paper, we use the following convention to
describe the components of a circumbinary system. We use
“eclipses” to specify when the stellar components pass in
front of each other, and use“transits”when the planet passes
in front of one of the stars. A primary eclipse (PE), i.e.,
the deeper eclipse, occurs when the primary (hotter) stellar
component is being eclipsed by the secondary; while a sec-
ondary eclipse (SE) occurs when the secondary is occulted
by the primary. We abbreviate when the planet transits ei-
ther the primary or secondary star as transit across the pri-
mary (TAP) or secondary (TAS), respectively. While oc-
cultations of a CBP by its binary hosts may occur, they
are typically not detected in the system light curve, as the
planet’s brightness is usually negligible compared to the sum
of flux output by the binary. Throughout the paper, we de-
note quantities associated with the binary and planet with
subscripts ‘b’ and ‘p’, and use subscripts 1 and 2 to describe
the primary and secondary stellar component, respectively.
Figure 2 shows a subset of eclipse/transit geometries for
an illustrative CBP system, in which the planet orbits every
92 d around a 21 d G+M dwarf binary. The timing and dura-
tion of stellar eclipses and planetary transits depend on the
relative positions and velocities between each pair of bodies.
These are determined, to first order, by binary parameters,
which set the binary orbit and stable configurations for the
CBP orbit.
In order for a CBP to be dynamically stable against
perturbations by the binary, the planet must be located be-
yond a critical stability region. This critical semi-major axis
ac was first quantified numerically by Holman & Wiegert
(1999) and subsequently confirmed and expounded upon by
several authors (e.g., Li et al. 2016; Quarles et al. 2018;
Sutherland & Kratter 2019). Typically, ac ≈ (2 − 3)ab, or
equivalently, Pc ≈ (3 − 5)Pb. This inner stability limit sets
the inner boundary to the CBP search period.
2.2 CBP Transit Detection
2.2.1 Time-series Likelihood Ratio Test
Our detection algorithm relies on a model comparison tech-
nique, the likelihood ratio test. In essence, it compares the
likelihood that a test CBP, corresponding to size Rp and
period Pp, transits one of the stellar components at every
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2019)
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Figure 2. Geometry of a CBP system (21 d G + M binary with a 92 d planet), where ‘x’ marks the barycenter of the binary, and
the green, orange, and blue symbols denote the position and orbit of the primary star, secondary star, and CBP, respectively. In this
top-down view, the observer is located in the page, toward the direction indicated, such that the eclipsing geometry is met; the system is
moving counterclockwise, as indicated by the arrow. Panels (a) through (d) depict consecutive snapshots of the system for one instance
of the 3-body orbit, during primary eclipse (PE), transit across the primary (TAP), transit across the secondary (TAS), and secondary
eclipse (SE), respectively. The grey regions represent the shadow of the occluding body. The orbits are scaled to each other, but the
relative sizes of the bodies are exaggerated for visual clarity. The conjunctions are indicated as a function of binary phase φb, since they
depend upon binary parameters; however, transits will not always occur at those binary phases.
time, t, in the light curve data, relative to a null hypothesis
that no transit is present. We quantify this ratio of likeli-
hoods as the difference in χ2 between no-transit and transit,−→
∆χ2 = −→χ 2null −−→χ 2CBP. The ∆χ2 centered around cadence i
is given by
∆χ2i =
i+N/2∑
i−N/2
(
Fi − FCBP,i(Rp= 0, Pp,−→θb) · Pi(k)
σi
)2
−
i+N/2∑
i−N/2
(
Fi − FCBP,i(Rp, Pp,−→θb) · Pi(k)
σi
)2
,
(1)
where
−→
F and −→σ are the time-series data and associated un-
certainties; N + 1 is the length of the data segment being
fit, which encompasses the duration of the test transit and
continuum window surrounding it;
−→
F CBP is the model CBP
transit light curve, which is a function of Rp, Pp, and bi-
nary parameters
−→
θb;
−→
P (k) is a kth order polynomial, which
is used to locally detrend the light curve. So, around each
observed cadence i, we evaluate the difference in χ2 between
a polynomial-only fit and a CBP transit centered at i times
a polynomial fit. We describe the CBP model which predicts−→
F CBP in §2.2.3.
This formalism assumes that every ∆χ2i or
−→
F CBP,i sam-
ples the same number of data points N + 1. As a result, any
transit outside N/2 at the edges of a light curve will be
missed. This problem is exacerbated in real observations,
which may contain long gaps that separate the light curve
into several data chunks. Therefore, in practice, we soften
the requirement for strictly uniform N + 1 sampling near
edges, and adopt the reduced χ2 as a metric to evaluate the
time-series likelihood ratios, to mitigate against edge effects.
When a transit is present at cadence i (time t) in the
data, the fit which includes the transit will give a lower χ2i
than the fit without the transit, so ∆χ2i will be positive when
a transit is present, and conversely it will be negative when
there is no transit. In evaluating the likelihood that a tran-
sit corresponding to a test CBP with period Pp and size Rp
occurs at every observable cadence in the light curve, we
construct a time-series ∆χ2-curve. From here on, we drop
the explicit arrow vector notation, and distinguish the vec-
tor (time-series) likelihood ratios as simply ∆χ2 and scalar
(specified time) likelihood ratio as ∆χ2i .
2.2.2 EB Model
To remove eclipses (see panel 1b of Figure 1) and predict
transit depths, durations, and times during CBP-star con-
junctions, we must determine the dimensions and orbital
properties of the binary. We have previously characterized
728 well- to semi-detached Kepler EBs selected from the
Kepler Eclipsing Binary Catalogue2 (Prsˇa et al. 2011). We
refer the reader to Windemuth et al. (2019) for a detailed
description and discussion of our EB modeling process. In
the following, we present a brief summary of this method.
We combine the constraining power of light curves (LC)
and spectral energy distributions (SED) of each binary, con-
ditioned on stellar evolution models, to infer its absolute stel-
lar (e.g., masses M1,M2 and Kepler -band flux ratio F2/F1)
and orbital parameters (e.g., Pb, eb, ib, ωb, tPE). To solve this
set of binary parameters
−→
θb, the LC+SED forward model
uses a Keplerian orbit solver coupled to a Mandel & Agol
(2002) analytic light curve model with quadratic limb dark-
ening, and to the PARSEC (Bressan et al. 2012) stellar
isochrones.
We use
−→
θb corresponding to the maximum-likelihood
solution to predict the sky-projected binary positions as a
function of time t, or binary phase φb. We consider the de-
scending node of the binary orbit Ω to be 180◦ along the
x-axis, following the convention of Winn (2010). The x, y,
2 http://keplerebs.villanova.edu/
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and sky-projected positions rsky of each binary component
are then
x1,2 = −µ1,2rb cos(ω1,2 + fb),
y1,2 = −µ1,2rb sin(ω1,2 + fb) cos ib,
rsky;1,2 = −µ1,2rb
√
1− sin2(ω1,2 + fb) sin2 ib ,
(2)
where
µ1,2 =
M2,1
M1 +M2
,
rb =
ab(1− e2b)
1 + eb cos fb
,
ω1 = ω2 + pi
(3)
with ab, eb, ib being the semi-major axis, eccentricity, and
inclination of the binary, and fb = fb(t) is the binary true
anomaly.
2.2.3 CBP Model & Transit Regularization
The CBP model uses the EB model (§2.2.2) and assumes
that the planet is a test body, i.e., Mp = 0, in a circular,
edge-on Keplerian orbit around the binary barycenter. This
approach makes simplifying assumptions to the 3-body prob-
lem. In reality, tidal or non-spherical distortions will alter the
Keplerian binary orbit, and the changing binary potential
modifies the CBP orbit. However, because the goal of this
method is detection rather than detailed characterization,
our approximations are valid for their speed and accuracy,
greatly reducing the size of parameter space which must be
explored to make a detection (see also §4).
We do not know a priori the period of the planet and
the binary phase or time at which transits occur, except that
the planet period must be greater than the critical period
for stability Pc (Holman & Wiegert 1999). Therefore, we
sample, i.e., test for the presence of a CBP transit, at every
cadence in the observed light curve. Furthermore, we test
the entire light curve for every trial Pp and Rp, in a user-
defined search grid. This is because the depth, duration, and
timing of CBP transits depend on binary parameters
−→
θb as
well as trial planet parameters.
For a particular planet period and size, QATS-EB cal-
culates the time-dependent positions of and relative sepa-
rations between the planet and a stellar component at a
proposed mid-transit time. To regularize transits, we use the
relative planet-star sizes and stellar flux ratio to determine
the expected transit depth δ, and use the time of first and
fourth contact to evaluate the transit duration τ as a func-
tion of time t or binary phase φb (see panel 2b of Figure 1).
Additionally, we correct for the large-scale, binary-
induced TTVs by realigning test transits across one of the
binary components (a “moving target”) such that they oc-
cur at the (stationary) binary barycenter at x = 0. We refer
to the time between transit in front of a stellar component
to transit in front of the barycenter as the barycentric time
offset tbary. This tbary changes as a function of φb and is
approximately given by
tbary =
xp(ttran)− xbary
vx,p(ttran)
=
x1(ttran)
vx,p(ttran)
(4)
which assumes that the planet is moving at constant velocity
across the distance between the stellar component and bi-
nary barycenter, in the x-direction. Since the ∆χ2-curve is a
time-series likelihood ratio test for the presence of CBP tran-
sits, we apply this timing offset to all proposed mid-transit
times, i.e., observed cadences. In doing so, we transform the
entire ∆χ2 from observed times t to t′ = t−tbary.
Thus, for a given set of light curve data, binary param-
eters, and test CBP period and size, QATS-EB computes
a regularized matrix ∆χ2(Pp, Rp, t
′). This timing trans-
formation effectively reduces the observed, large-amplitude
binary-induced TTVs.
To demonstrate the efficacy of the timing transforma-
tion, we show an example of its application to Kepler -35b in
Figure 3. The figure illustrates the differences in TTV am-
plitudes for Kepler -35b with and without time correction.
Here, we apply QATS-EB with the same search parameters
except using f = 0.005 and f = 0.02 to t′ and t, respec-
tively, where f is the fractional TTV window relative to
the search Pp (see §2.2.4 for further discussion of f). The
transit light curves and corresponding ∆χ2 (left panels) are
folded to their respective best detected periods, with the
mean transit aligned to an arbitrary planet phase. For vi-
sual presentation, we vertically stack QATS-detected transit
events and plot linearly detrended light curves, with dark cir-
cles denoting the QATS-detected times of transits. The left
panels clearly demonstrate a significant reduction in TTVs
when timing correction is applied; the mean TTV scatter
decreases from ∼0.5 d to ∼0.05 d (see right panel).
Finally, because CBP transit duration varies strongly
as a function of binary phase (see panel 2b of Figure 1),
a ∆χ2-curve corresponding to a particular physical CBP
model will also vary strongly as a function of binary phase.
This is because for a CBP system, the majority of its light
curve does not contain transits. Thus, in general, ∆χ2i val-
ues are smaller for φb or t where the model predicts shorter
CBP transits than for φb with longer predicted transits, ar-
tificially causing the continuum of the ∆χ2-curve to be si-
nusoidal. This quasi-periodic signal in the ∆χ2 continuum
must be removed, as the standard QATS algorithm is not
optimized for non-Gaussian noise.
To this end, and to make the search more computation-
ally tractable, we adopt the following procedure in practice.
First, we pre-compute a ∆χ2(τ, δ, t) matrix, i.e., in a 2D grid
of duration τ and depth δ, using a U-shape transit profile
(see panel 2a of Figure 1). Because the χ2 is quadratic as
a function of depth, we can compute the ∆χ2 at any δ by
evaluating the U-shape transit model at three grid points in
δ (Kruse et al. 2019). Then, we construct a CBP template,
containing predicted transit depth, duration, and tbary as
a function of binary phase (see panel 2b of Figure 1). Fi-
nally, we use that CBP template to linearly transform from
the pre-computed ∆χ2(δ, τ, t) to the expected, or physical
∆χ2(Pp, Rp, t
′) (see panel 2c of Figure 1).
In detail, we standardize the “raw,” pre-computed
∆χ2(τ, δ, t) matrix before using the CBP template to in-
terpolate ∆χ2 as a function of physical parameters Rp and
Pp. Recall that at cadences without transits, ∆χ
2
i changes
strongly with duration. Thus, for each time-series slice of
the pre-computed ∆χ2(τ, δ, t), larger duration values lead
to more negative zero-point and higher scatter in the ∆χ2
continuum (see Figure 1 panel 2a), so that interpolating the
raw ∆χ2 will introduce a variable continuum at the binary
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2019)
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Figure 3. Comparison of transits for Kepler -35b in regular time t and resampled time t′ = t−tbary, where we apply QATS-EB with
f = 0.02 and f = 0.005 to uncorrected and corrected cases, respectively. The left panels show the transits folded to their respective
QATS-detected period, with arbitrary mean phase offset. Top panels show Kepler data, detrended with a linear polynomial and each
transit number plotted with a constant flux offset, for visual effect. The dark circles denote the indices corresponding to the best QATS-
detected period; note in the uncorrected case, the best detected period some times misses when true transits occur, due to their large
TTVs. The bottom panel illustrates the corresponding expected ∆χ2 with the best QATS-detected transit depth and period. The transits
are clearly more aligned when the barycentric timing offset is applied; the TTVs are reduced by an order of magnitude, from ∼0.5 d to
∼0.05 d (see right panel).
period. To avoid this correlated signal, we subtract each
time-series ∆χ2 vector by its median, i.e., 50th percentile
value and then normalize by the 68th percentile absolute
difference value, a 1σ estimate on the continuum scatter.
Then, for a given test CBP Pp and Rp, we linearly in-
terpolate the expected ∆χ2i value from the expected transit
duration at each time t and the standardized, pre-computed
∆χ2 grid. This removes binary phase dependence during
interpolation and preserves the height of ∆χ2 “pulses” –
when transits are actually present – relative to the contin-
uum (see panel 2c of Figure 1). Finally, we transform to the
barycentric time frame by resampling in uniform cadence
t′ = t−tbary.
2.2.4 QATS Detection Significance
We feed the regularized ∆χ2(Pp, Rp, t
′)-curves into standard
QATS, which returns the maximum stacked transit signal
Sbest(Pp, Rp, f), where Pp, Rp are the search period and size
(depth), and f is the user-specified, fractional transit tim-
ing variation window per Pp. We build up a QATS quasi-
periodogram or “spectrum” (see panel 3a of Figure 1) by
searching through a range of planet periods, or, more pre-
cisely, range of minimum and maximum periods bounded by
f .
The choice of the quasi-periodic window is non-trivial,
as a larger window is more likely to encompass transits with
larger TTVs, but at the expense of including more back-
ground noise. Carter & Agol (2013) recommended a constant
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2019)
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fraction f of the (average) search period, such that the dif-
ference between minimum and maximum quasi-periodic in-
tervals scales linearly with the planet’s orbit. This strategy
is motivated by theoretical predictions of TTVs on a transit-
ing CSP by additional perturbing bodies (Agol et al. 2005).
In the CBP case, the large-scale, binary-induced TTVs scale
with (Pb/Pp)
2/3 (see, e.g., Armstrong et al. 2013). This mo-
tivates a choice for f that increases more slowly with search
period, which is attractive in that it includes less background
noise at larger planet search periods. However, inaccura-
cies in the binary model and eccentricities in the planet’s
orbit will introduce additional timing error or variations,
which can grow with planet period. For this paper, we adopt
the fixed f approach and find it effective in detecting the
Pp < 150 d simulated and known Kepler CBPs.
The continuum behaviour of the raw QATS spectrum
depends on the noise properties of the light curve and cor-
responding ∆χ2-curve and the input search parameters. To
flatten the continuum, we fit a linear combination of poly-
nomials in Pp, the number of QATS-detected transits Ntran,
and the width of the transit timing variation window per
search period, in cadences. We then subtract the linear
combination model and normalize by the local QATS noise
around each Pp (see panel 3b of Figure 1; Kruse et al. 2019).
This forms the final QATS “signal-to-noise” and quantifies
the detection significance.
3 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
3.1 Simulated Data
We first test our technique on simulated data. We use the
N-body integrator rebound (Rein & Liu 2012) to simulate
a system with orbital and binary properties similar to Ke-
pler -47b (Orosz et al. 2012a), but place an Earth-mass and
Earth-size planet around the G and M dwarf binary. We inte-
grate the system for 200 days (roughly 26.5 times the binary
period), and tabulate the exact binary and planet parame-
ter values used to initialize the simulation in Table 1. The
sky-positions of each body are used to determine the sys-
tem flux at every conjunction event via the Mandel & Agol
(2002) model. We inject white noise to the simulated light
curve with σ = 5 × 10−5. The top panel of Figure 4 shows
the EB-removed light curve of the simulated system. It con-
tains 4 transits across the primary component (δ ≈ 0.0001).
Because the secondary star is much fainter than the primary
(F2/F1 ≈ 0.006), transits across the secondary are extremely
shallow, below the level of injected noise σ.
We apply QATS-EB to the light curve shown in the
top panel of Figure 4, using binary parameter values listed
in Table 1 to compute expected ∆χ2 and a fractional TTV
window f = 0.01. That is, at each trial planet period, QATS
computes the maximum total transit signal-to-noise with
quasi-periodic bounding between successive transits which
is 1% of the search period wide. The resulting QATS detec-
tion significance is plotted in the bottom panel of Figure 4,
where blue and orange colors indicate a QATS-EB search
with and without timing corrections, respectively, as out-
lined in §2.2. The Earth-size planet is detected at higher
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N=20) when barycentric timing off-
sets are applied, about 1.4 times more significant than the
non-regularized case (S/N=14).
Figure 4. Top: Simulated data (EB-removed) for a 1M⊕), 1R⊕)
CBP around a 7.5 d G+M-dwarf binary with orbital and binary
properties similar to Kepler -47 system (Orosz et al. 2012a, 2019)
(see Table 1). The simulated light curve, in arbitrary normalized,
median-subtracted flux in parts-per-thousand (ppt), contains 4
transits across the primary (δ = 0.0001; the noiseless light curve
is shown for reference). Transits across the secondary stellar com-
ponent are not observed above the injected white noise thresh-
old (σ = 5 × 10−5). Bottom: Recovered QATS signal-to-noise
spectrum with a fractional TTV window f=0.01, i.e., 1% of the
search period. Blue and orange lines indicate QATS detection sig-
nificance with and without barycentric timing offset correction.
While the Earth-size planet is clearly detected in both instances,
including timing correction yields a detection at the true period
and with a significance that is 1.4 times higher than the uncor-
rected case.
3.2 Known Kepler CBPs
Next, we demonstrate improved detection significance using
QATS-EB on two known CBP systems, Kepler -35b (Welsh
et al. 2012) and Kepler -64b/PH1b (Kostov et al. 2013;
Schwamb et al. 2013). We show, for reference, the binary and
CBP parameter values for both systems from their discovery
papers in Table 1. Although both CBPs were discovered by
eye, they were used as benchmarks for previous automated
detection algorithms (Klagyivik et al. 2017 with Kepler -35b;
Armstrong et al. 2014 with Kepler -64b) and provide a good
baseline for comparison.
We utilize Kepler simple aperture photometry (SAP)
data, normalized by the median SAP flux of each observ-
ing quarter, spanning a total duration T ∼ 4 years at a
cadence of 0.0204 d (30 min). We subtract eclipse signals
using the best-fit models from Windemuth et al. (2019),
and remove data points with quality flags >0, filling miss-
ing cadences with neighboring median flux values. We then
apply QATS-EB to the “cleaned” light curves. We employ
a logarithmic depth grid of 1–30 times the median abso-
lute difference in flux and a finely-spaced duration grid
of 3–61 cadences (0.06–1.2 d) to construct the ∆χ2(δ, τ, t)
matrix. We then transform this matrix to the expected
∆χ2(Rp, Pp, t
′) using the best-fit binary parameters. We ex-
ecute the quasi-periodic search with fractional TTV win-
dows f = 0.005, 0.02, initial and final planet periods Pp,i =
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[ht]
Table 1. Binary and Circumbinary Planet Parameters
System Pb eb ib M1 M2 R1 R2 F2/F1 Pp ep ip Rp Mp
(d) (◦) (M) (M) (R) (R) (d) (◦) (R⊕) (M⊕)
Simulated* 7.448 0.0288 89.34 1.04 0.36 0.964 0.351 0.00568 49.514 0.02 90 1 1
Kep-35b† 20.733666 0.1421 90.4238 0.8877 0.8094 1.0284 0.7861 0.3941 131.458 0.04 90.76 8.16 40
Kep-64b‡ 20.000214 0.2117 87.36 1.384 0.387 1.75 0.422 0.00153 138.317 0.05 90.022 6.18 <168
Note: * modeled after Kepler -47b (Orosz et al. 2012a); † Welsh et al. (2012); ‡ Schwamb et al. (2013).
2.5Pb and Pp,f = T /3, i.e., requiring at least three pri-
mary transits. On a 2012 Intel R© CoreTM i5-3570 3.4GHz
Linux machine with 4GB of memory, the QATS-EB search
over ∼3x400 test CBP radii and periods takes ∼5 mins on
each cleaned light curve (∼65,000 cadences). This is approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude slower than standard QATS;
however, the number of Kepler EBs around which to search
for CBPs is roughly two orders of magnitude fewer than
Kepler single stars. Thus, the total computation times are
comparable.
We show a subset of the EB-removed light curve of
Kepler -64, on which we apply QATS-EB, and the result-
ing QATS detection spectrum with f = 0.005 in the upper
and lower panels of Figure 5, respectively. The QATS de-
tection spectrum shows a strong peak (S/N=26) near the
true period of 138 d with weaker peaks at P/2, 2P, and 3P
aliases, at higher significance than Armstrong et al. (2014)
values (grey region). They defined detection significance as
the mean value of the maximum peak and associated aliases,
divided by the median periodogram value. This differs some-
what from the QATS S/N definition, which more closely re-
sembles the Signal Detection Efficiency, defined as
SDE =
Speak − avg(S)
stdev(S)
, (5)
where S is the signal (Kova´cs et al. 2002). From Fig-
ure 1 of Armstrong et al. (2014), we estimate an
equivalent SDEhi=(1.0-0.37)/0.05≈12.5 and SDElo=(1.0-
0.37)/0.1≈6.5, which are 2 to 4 times smaller than the
QATS-EB S/N.
Finally, we show the detection of Kepler -35b in Figure 6,
and demonstrate how regularizing the transits using a phys-
ical model (2a–2c in Figure 1) substantially improves the
detection S/N. The top panel illustrates a slice in depth of
the pre-computed ∆χ2(δ, τ, t) matrix, i.e., ∆χ2 as a function
of time for different test transit durations and fixed depth
(δ = 4.58 × 10−4). The bottom panel plots the QATS S/N
spectrum as a function of the quasi-periodic search period
at fixed depth, under different search conditions.
Without the barycentric timing offsets to regularize
transit times, QATS-EB requires a larger TTV window,
i.e., includes more noise, for detection (see green vs. orange
lines). Applying time corrections enables a reduction in f
and greatly increases detection significance (blue line). The
CBP is clearly detected near the true period (Pp = 131.5 d)
at S/N=35.6, with additional strong peaks at 1:2, 2:1, and
3:1 aliases of the period. This detection significance is 1.5
times higher than the case with f = 0.02 and no timing cor-
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Figure 5. Detection of Kepler -64b. Top: a subset of the EB-
removed SAP light curve, which shows high frequency stellar
variability. Bottom: QATS-EB detection significance for different
transit depths δ (CBP size). The grey region represent the rela-
tive detection significance from Armstrong et al. (2014), based on
estimated values from their Figure 1. Dotted lines mark P/2, 2P,
3P harmonics of the planet period.
rection. For comparison, we overplot detection results from
Klagyivik et al. (2017) as black stars (see their Figure 1),
where the highest peak from their analysis occurs near the
2:1 period alias, corresponding to a S/N of 17. They also
recover the true period, although at lower detection signifi-
cance (S/N≈7).
4 DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated the efficacy of QATS-EB to detect
single transiting CBPs in §3. QATS-EB yields a 40% in-
crease in detection significance compared to standard QATS
(Carter & Agol 2013), and outperforms previous automated
techniques applied to known Kepler CBPs (Armstrong et al.
2014; Klagyivik et al. 2017) by factors of 2 to 4. Here, we
revisit the underlying assumptions of QATS-EB and discuss
their motivations and validity for this two-component tech-
nique.
The original QATS algorithm maximizes the likelihood
of transits in uniform cadence under the condition of quasi-
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Figure 6. Detection of Kepler -35b. Top: ∆χ2-curves as a function of test transit duration (in cadences), arbitrarily offset for visual effect,
at a fixed transit depth (δ = 4.58× 10−4); the ∆χ2(δ, τ, t) matrix is used to compute the expected ∆χ2(Rp, Pp, t′). Bottom: Resulting
QATS-EB detection significance as a function of planet period in days, where different colors represent different search parameters and
dotted lines denote aliases of the most likely period. Using the barycentric timing offset allows for smaller TTV windows f in the QATS-
EB search and significantly increases the detection S/N. With the timing correction, the planet is clearly detected near the true period
of 131.5 d, at a S/N of 35.6. For comparison, Klagyivik et al. (2017) (shown as black stars) detected the 2:1 period alias at S/N=17
(comparable to QATS-EB with f = 0.02 and no timing correction; orange line) and the true period at S/N=7.
periodicity and homogeneous transit duration. Applying this
in its standard form to CBPs suffers from requiring a wide
timing window, given their large, binary-induced TTVs, as
well as from breaking the assumption of uniform transit du-
ration. Instead, an ideal method for the detection of transit-
ing circumbinary exoplanets would be to create a physical
model for a CBP system, and to exhaustively search the pa-
rameter space of that model for the presence of a transiting
planet (e.g., Doyle et al. 1995). However, this approach is
extremely computationally expensive: given six CBP orbital
elements and a radius relative to the size of the occulted stel-
lar component, combined with the uncertainty in the num-
ber of CBPs in a system, this approach would require an
initialization at an enormous number of models on a grid
of instantaneous planet orbital periods, eccentricities, longi-
tudes of periastron and ascending node, inclinations, phases,
and radius ratios.
QATS-EB is a compromise between these extremes: we
account for large-scale duration and timing variations using
a simple, semi-analytic physical CBP model, while the flex-
ibility of the standard QATS algorithm absorbs some of the
inaccuracies incurred in this approximate model. The ap-
proximate CBP model, as detailed in §2, operates under the
following assumptions:
(i) It assumes that the binary parameters are perfectly
known. This assumption can be thwarted by inaccuracies in
the modeling of the eclipsing binary, and/or by difficulties
with detrending the light curves.
(ii) It assumes a circular orbit for the planet. Although
the majority of known CBPs have small eccentricities
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(.0.05), the effect of eccentricity, when unaccounted for,
may introduce error in transit shape and timing predictions.
(iii) It assumes that the planet’s orbit is edge-on and that
its impact parameter does not change significantly over the
range of observed transits, i.e., that the depth of TAP and
TAS is constant over the duration of observation.
(iv) It assumes that each transit event across one of the
binary stars results in a single dip, rather than multiple dips
during conjunction, which can occur when the star catches
up and passes the planet multiple times.
(v) It assumes a single, test circumbinary planet. In prin-
ciple, one can iteratively apply QATS-EB to detect addi-
tional planetary companions by masking transits associated
with a detected candidate, as planet-planet perturbations
are typically much smaller than binary-induced transit vari-
ations. However, multi-planet configurations with large tran-
sit timing and duration variations will require relaxing f and
reduce QATS S/N.
In the following subsections, we further discuss the scope
of the limitations that assumptions 1–4 impose, as well as
possible avenues for improvement. We argue that in most
cases, the assumptions should not severely limit the perfor-
mance of the search algorithm. We acknowledge that a more
rigorous approach to quantify the algorithm’s completeness
and false alarm probability requires applying QATS-EB en
masse to a large grid of CBP simulations, with noise prop-
erties from or closely mimicking the data set upon which a
transiting CBP search is applied. This is beyond the scope
of this current paper, and we leave performing a detailed
injection and recovery analysis as a future task.
4.1 Mass ratio and orbital eccentricity
The standard QATS algorithm can mitigate the effects of
assumptions 1 (exact binary solution) and 2 (circular planet
orbit) when they are partly violated. If the mass ratio of the
binary is inaccurate, this will affect the transit timing and
duration amplitudes. Figure 7 shows the expected transit
duration and timing offset as a function of binary phase, for
a rocky CBP orbiting every 60.9 d around a 7.45 d binary
with different mass ratios Q = M2/M1 and eccentricities eb.
For reference, primary eclipse occurs at phase=0, while sec-
ondary eclipse occurs near phases of 0.5 and 0.4, for circular
and eccentric binary cases, respectively. The expected tran-
sit duration and timing offset are largest for equal mass,
eccentric binaries, in which binary reflex motion is great-
est. Moreover, the greatest change in TAP duration occurs
near phases surrounding secondary eclipse, when the sky-
projected velocities of the primary star and planet are at
their maximal amplitude and in the same direction.
Likewise, deviations from a circular orbit of the planet
will introduce differences in the transit timing and duration
amplitudes relative to true values. We explore the effects
of planet eccentricity by initializing rebound CBP models
on a coarse grid of binary mass ratios Q ∈ {0.3, 0.9}, bi-
nary eccentricities eb ∈ {0.02, 0.2}, and planet longitudes
of periastron ωp ∈ [0, 2pi] in steps of 0.5, to populate tran-
sits in binary phase. We hold constant all other parameters:
Pb=7.45 d, Pp=60.9 d, ωb=226.4
o, ib=89.5
o, imutual=0.2
o.
We then compare QATS-EB predictions of transit duration
(τ) and barycentric time offset (tbary) to simulation“truths.”
Figure 7. The expected transit properties for an Earth-size CBP
(Pp=60.9 d) in a circular, edge-on orbit around a 7.45 d binary
as a function of binary mass ratio Q = M2/M1 and eccentricity
eb. All other system parameters are held fixed.
We show the scatter distributions of τ and tbary,
marginalized over binary phase, as “violin” plots (Hintze
& Nelson 1998) in Figure 8. Here, the color regions (“vio-
lins”) represent kernel density estimations of the scatter, i.e.,
∆tbary and ∆τ distributions, where the white circles denote
median values. The dark boxes span first to third quartiles,
or the inner quartile range (IQR; ±0.67σ), and the whiskers
span ±1.5 IQR of the first and third quartiles (±2.7σ). For
small planet eccentricities (see ep=0.02 cases), QATS-EB
predictions typically agree with simulation values to within
0.01 d. For eccentric planets (see ep=0.2 cases), QATS-EB
predictions typically differ by ∼0.05 d and ∼0.1 d – roughly
0.1% and 0.2% of the planet period – for low and high mass
ratio binaries, respectively. The largest deviations in tran-
sit duration (& 0.5 d) occur near binary phases where the
transit duration changes rapidly, i.e., when the projected x-
velocity of the stellar component changes direction to match
that of the planet’s (see region around φb=0.3-0.7 in Fig-
ure 7). Thus, even for modestly eccentric CBPs, applying
tbary reduces binary-induced TTVs by a factor of 5–10.
The QATS algorithm can, in principle, correct for the
error in the transit timing amplitude by using a wider user-
specified window, but the variation in duration will lead to a
slight loss in detection signal-to-noise. Fortunately, widening
the QATS window causes the false-alarm floor to rise loga-
rithmically, and so in many cases will not severely impact
the transit detection capability of the algorithm (Carter &
Agol 2013). For comparison, we tested QATS-EB on a cir-
cular (ep = 0.02) vs. eccentric (ep = 0.2) Earth-size CBP
orbiting every 60 d around a Q = 0.9, eb = 0.2, Pb = 7.5 d
EB, and found a S/N reduction factor of 1.5 for f = 0.01.
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Figure 8. The scatter distribution, marginalized over binary
phase, between expected QATS-EB model values and simulation
“truths,” for different CBP model initializations (x-axis). Top and
bottom panels show differences in transit duration τ and barycen-
tric timing offset tbary in days (left axis) and per Pp = 60.9
d (right axis), respectively. The colored, shaded regions (“vio-
lins”) represent the full distribution of difference values, where the
widths indicate frequency of the dependent variable. The white
circles correspond to second quartile (median) values; the thick
dark box represents the inner quartile region (IQR), from first to
third quartile range (±0.67σ). The thin dark lines or “whiskers”
denote the ±1.5 IQR of the first and third quartiles (±2.7σ). Note
that for ep=0.02 cases, the difference between true and QATS-EB
values is ∼0.01 d, shorter than Kepler long cadence. For eccen-
tric planets, QATS-EB predictions have larger error, as expected,
with the bulk of scatter ∼0.1 d, about 0.2% of the planet period.
4.2 Time-varying CBP orbital elements
QATS-EB assumes that the orbit of a CBP is edge-on when
computing expected transit properties. For small deviations
from this configuration, the change in expected τ and tbary is
small (. 0.05 d). However, the orientation of a CBP and its
mutual inclination with respect to the binary are not con-
stant in time, even in stable configurations. Indeed, CBP
orbits are perturbed by the time-varying binary potential,
leading to precession and, in the case of eccentric binaries,
libration of planet orbital elements (Schneider 1994; Farago
& Laskar 2010; Doolin & Blundell 2011); this oscillation of
orbital elements can cause transits to disappear (e.g., Ke-
pler -413b; Kostov et al. 2014) or to appear (e.g., Kepler -
47c; Orosz et al. 2019) over time, as the system departs from
and enters into a transiting geometry. In particular, the pre-
cession timescale for circular binaries is proportional to Pp
and (ap/ac)
2. For CBPs close to the stability region around
short-period (Pb ≈ 10 d) binaries, which describes the ma-
jority of the discovered population thus far, this timescale
can be of order 1000s d, comparable to the length of observa-
tion for, e.g., Kepler. In such instances, the disappearance of
transits during the total observing timespan, as is the case
for Kepler -413b (Kostov et al. 2014), leads to a detection
signal-to-noise loss, as S/N ∝ √Ntran.
Since it is highly inefficient for a detection algorithm to
explore non-transiting parameter space, quantifying the lim-
its of detection requires separately deriving geometric transit
probabilities. This is non-trivial for CBPs, due to precession.
For more details, we refer the reader to Li et al. (2016) and
Martin & Triaud (2016), who studied the transit probabil-
ity of CBPs around circular binaries under finite observing
times.
4.3 Single vs. multiple transits during conjunction
Because the stellar components move along an orbit interior
to a circumbinary planet, the differential relative speeds and
sky positions may lead to multiple transits during one con-
junction. Strictly speaking, there are two scenarios which
result in multiple transits near one conjunction: (a) Near
barycenter crossings, when the stellar components them-
selves are near eclipse, a CBP may consecutively transit one
star then another; (b) When a CBP moves slowly relative to
a stellar component, the star may pass through the planet’s
shadow multiple times, causing multiple transits across the
same star (Deeg et al. 1998; see their Fig. 1). QATS-EB can,
in principle, treat scenario (a), although in its current imple-
mentation it must search for transits across the primary in-
dependently of transits across the secondary, and vice versa.
Scenario (b) forms a corollary to assumption 4, that a single
transit or dip occurs each time the planet crosses one com-
ponent of the binary. As we show below, this assumption,
which we call the “single-transit-per-stellar-conjunction” or
“single-transit” criterion for short, is typically satisfied.
The single-transit criterion can be met if the speed of
the planet is sufficiently large compared to that of the pri-
mary (or secondary) star, such that the star does not have
time to loop around and intersect the planet’s shadow along
the line-of-sight multiple times. We explore in the appendix
the range of parameters for which there will be a single vs.
multiple transits of the primary and secondary stellar com-
ponent by the planet when it crosses the binary, in the limit
of circular, edge-on orbits for both planet and binary. We de-
rive the critical planet velocity for single-transits marginal-
ized over binary phase and compute the fraction of time cor-
responding to single-transits of the primary and secondary
(see appendix). We show that for CBP systems with semi-
major axis ratios ap/ab ranging from 3 to 10 and binary star
mass ratios Q = M2/M1 ranging from zero to one, the prob-
ability of a single-transit exceeds 86% for both the primary
and secondary star in the circular edge-on case. We expect
that for modest binary eccentricities this will also hold true.
The single-transit constraint required by QATS-EB, then,
applies to the bulk of parameter search space, except for
pathological cases.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an automated transit detection algo-
rithm tailored to find circumbinary planets, which exhibit
large transit timing, duration, and depth variations due
to reflex motion of binary hosts. Our technique, dubbed
“QATS-EB,” uses a physical EB+CBP model to regular-
ize the transits with respect to the binary barycenter, and
constructs a time-series in CBP transit likelihood. QATS-
EB permits additional TTVs after regularization, i.e., due
to model inaccuracies, by using the quasi-periodic search
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algorithm developed by Carter & Agol (2013). This two-
component technique enhances overall detection signifi-
cance, which is particularly important when searching for
CBPs that are small and/or exhibit sparse transits. Fig-
ure 1 shows a summary of the search procedure and detec-
tion statistic.
To balance computational efficiency and model com-
plexity, the semi-analytic CBP model component of our
technique makes several simplifying assumptions. Namely, it
is conditioned on edge-on, circular planet orbits. For modest
eccentricities, typical errors in regularization of transit tim-
ing and duration are small (.0.05 d). Moreover, the quasi-
periodic nature of the standard QATS algorithm is able to
alleviate larger timing deviations with a wider user-specified
window, although doing so encompasses more background
noise.
As demonstrated for Kepler -35 and Kepler -64 systems,
our method significantly improves detection signal-to-noise
ratio, by factors >2. This improvement boosts our chances
to detect smaller circumbinary planets, e.g., in the terrestrial
regime. We plan to use our technique for a blind CBP search
around Kepler EBs and test detection completeness to in-
fer CBP population statistics in a following paper. Although
we intend to search for CBPs in Kepler data, our technique
can be applied to other time-series data with uniform ca-
dence and sufficient monitoring baseline, such as those from
K2, the continuous viewing zones of TESS, or the upcoming
PLATO mission.
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APPENDIX
As discussed in §4 and §4.3, the QATS-EB algorithm as-
sumes only a single planetary transit across one of the stellar
components will occur at each passage of the planet across
the binary. We refer to this as the “single-transit-per-stellar-
conjunction”– or the abbreviated“single-transit”– criterion.
For some binary and planet configurations, multiple transits
across the same star can occur as the planet crosses the line-
of-sight between observer and binary component (Deeg et al.
1998).
In this appendix, we estimate the fraction of time that
this single-transit criterion is met, in the approximation that
both the binary and planet are on circular, edge-on orbits.
Here, we approximate the planet’s motion as linear, as its
orbital frequency is at least ∼three times slower than that
of the binary, for stability (Holman & Wiegert 1999). Figure
1 shows the sky-projected orbital position as a function of
time for one of the binary components and the planet (see
also Figure 1 of Deeg et al. 1998). For only one transit to
occur, the planet’s path must only intersect the sky position
of each binary star once.
To translate this constraint into physical parameters re-
quires comparing the orbital speed of the planet, vp, to the
orbital speed of each binary star, v1,2. We define the ratio of
maximal velocities between the planet and one of the stellar
components as
α1,2 =
(
ap
Pp
)(
Pb
a1,2
)
(1)
This α value must be sufficiently large, i.e., steep as a func-
tion of binary orbital phase, so that it only intersects the
binary star once.
In Figure 1, we show three examples of the relative
planetary speed α (here, we omit specification of primary
or secondary star and thus drop the subscripts 1 and 2) .
For α = 1, the planet’s speed matches the maximum speed
of the binary star, and thus the planet will only cross the
star’s path once at any orbital phase. For α = 0.217234, the
planet is moving slowly enough that it will always intersect
the star’s position three times as it crosses the binary. For
intermediate values of α there will be either one or three
transits as the star crosses the binary. An example is shown
on the left with α = 1/2 for which there are three tran-
sits in between the closely spaced phases, and one transit
elsewhere.
We now consider the fraction of binary phases that sat-
isfy the single-transit criterion for both stellar components
of the binary. Even if the velocity constraint vp > v1,2 is
violated, the QATS-EB algorithm may still apply, as the as-
sumption of single transits is still valid at certain ranges in
binary phase. Figure 2 shows the fraction of binary phases
that meet the single-transit criterion for both stars. From
Equation 1 and defining Q = M2/M1, we derive
α1 =
1 +Q
Q
(
Pp
Pb
)−1/3
(2)
α2 = (1 +Q)
(
Pp
Pb
)−1/3
, (3)
This implies, as Figure 1 illustrates, that one transit per
stellar conjunction occurs at all phases for α1, α2 > 1. When
α1, α2 < αcrit, where αcrit = 0.217234, then there are 3 or
Figure 1. Sky position versus time of one component of the bi-
nary star (blue) and planets with various speeds. The x-axis has
units in which the binary orbital period is 2pi, while the y-axis is
in units of the amplitude of the binary star’s orbit. The speed of
the planet’s orbit, α, is in units of the speed of the binary star’s
orbit.
Figure 2. Fraction of phases for either star, (φ(m1)+φ(m2))/2,
at which a transiting planet will have a single transit for both
stars. The range of binary mass-ratio, Q, and period ratio,
Pp/Pbinary, for which the planet speed exceeds the stellar speed
assuming circular, edge-on orbits is indicated with the black
dashed lines.
more transits. For αcrit < α1, α2 < 1, the fraction of binary
phase (time) during which there is one transit is given by:
φb(α) =

0 α 6 αcrit
1− 1
pi
(√
1−α2
α
− cos−1(α)
)
αcrit < α 6 1
1 α > 1
(4)
The function (φb(α1) + φb(α2))/2 is plotted in Figure 2.
Thus, across a wide swath of parameter space in Q and
Pp/Pb, the single-transit-per-stellar-conjunction criterion is
satisfied for most eclipsing binary phases, under the assump-
tion of circular orbits for the binary and the planet.
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